WORD SEARCH

Can you find these words in the word search grid?

Each of the words on the list can be found in our word search. Find each word and circle it. (Words can read down, across or diagonally.) Cross out each word on the list as you find it. Good luck!
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Spot the Differences

Can you spot 10 ways the picture on the right is different from the picture on the left?

ANSWERS: 1. Sun's eyes are open 2. One cloud is open 3. One windmill has 5 blades 4. Pine tree on left is smaller 5. Solar panels are different 6. Window above door is different 7. Plant in window is different 8. Path to house is flipped 9. Flower in front yard is missing 10. There is one extra small plant in front yard at right

Connect the Dots

Can you connect the dots to reveal the picture? Start at #1 and connect the dots in numerical order. Then color your picture.
Maze Time

Can you help the sun find the right path to the solar panels?

Can you help the EV find the charging station?